
STATEMENT TUXEDOS 
STATEMENT headquartered in Los Angeles, California, has been manufacturing fine men's clothing since 

1916. Statement developed their label of quality men's suit. 

The company manufacture's labels include Statement, Statement Red, Statement Purple, and our Black 

Statement collection. 

Statement Clothing has its reputation in men's fashion by using only the finest quality fabrics and 

patterns. As a result of our large selection of styles & designs, and due to high demand and volume of 

our sales, our suit line grew so much; which called for an expansion of our manufacturing facilities! 

 Mens Suits 

If you are looking for Mens Suits, then consider a 

reputable company with 99 years of experience in 

providing good suits for men. We are 

STATEMENTTUXEDOS, based in Los Angeles CA. We 

offer High Quality Mens suits at best price possible. 

Our designers help you to choose the right fabric to 

suit you and the right fashion statement to suit your 

individuality and any occasion you have in mind. We 

have been in operation since 1915 and, through our 

long years in the fashion business, we have always 

believed that nothing beats our quality when it comes 

to fashion. Therefore, we have always followed a 

policy of no compromise towards quality and we strive 

at providing only the best quality suits to our 

respected customers. Our services also include provisions for tuxedos and shirts along with the suits. 

Looking for a classy and elegant Italian suit for men? Well, you’ve come to the right place. At 

STATEMENT, we offer you with the widest range of Modern fit suits, Slim fit suits, Regular fit suits for 

men that you can explore through and choose from. We offer the most aesthetically appealing suits with 

class and durability at the most lucrative prices. The variety that we offer in suits is diverse. Ranging 

from Tuxedo suits, Business Suits, Church Suits, Double Breasted suits, Sport coats and more. We have 

just about everything to make you look classier. We offer the most optimum quality in suits at prices 

that fall within your budget. Drown deep in our rich collection of elegant and sophisticated suits, and 

choose the one that fits right into your mould of needs and preferences. Find what fits you the best and 

feel free to buy it. 

The finest collection in wool suits 



 A wool suit must look classy and must be durable and that is exactly what we manufacture and offer to 

you at STATEMENTTUXEDOS. We have the finest collection in solid color, plaids, stripes, and much more 

for you to drown deep in and choose from. We excel at manufacturing the most superior quality in wool 

suits that are tailored to meet your needs and preferences. We use wool of the most amazing quality to 

manufacture the highest possible quality in suits for men. So, don’t sit back and feel free to explore 

through our rich collection in the best wool suits. Wear a wool suit and make a strong impact on 

everyone that you pass by while you’re in it. 

Privacy Statement 

 STATEMENTTUXEDOS is one of the largest manufacturers and wholesalers of fine men’s Clothing 

“Specializing in all kind of suits (fashion-basic- traditional- business- boys- big & tall- tuxedos), sport 

coats,  and shirt tie hankie set since 1915.  

We have the largest selection of each item stated above. We guarantee our style, price and quality. We 

believe everyone deserve this. 

STATEMENTSUIT CONCEPTS 

At  STATEMENTTUXEDOS we target Low, middle and 

upper-middle income men by offering quality 

merchandise at everyday low prices. Because we 

concentrate on men's "wear-to-work" business attire 

which is characterized by infrequent and more 

predictable fashion changes, we believe we are not as 

exposed to trends typical of more fashion-forward 

apparel retailers, where significant markdowns and 

promotional pricing are more common. In addition, because this inventory mix includes "business 

casual" merchandise, we are able to meet demand for such products resulting from the trend over the 

past decade toward more relaxed dress codes in the workplace. 
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Address: 2400 SAN PEDRO ST. LOS ANGELES, CA 90011 

Email: info@statementtuxedos.com 

Tel: +213.748.9972 

https://statementtuxedos.com 

https://statementtuxedos.com/

